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Continuous finite element approach to free surface frictional flows
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ABSTRACT

Numerical simulation of river and estuarine flows requires a proper numerical approach for the

dynamics on the dry–wet interface, avoiding spurious residuals during front propagation and

computing proper celerity of the wavefront. Errors due to mass and momentum imbalances

during interface propagation are (manifestly) associated with the method employed in partially

wet cells and with criteria to specify wet or dry computational cells. Otherwise, an additional

difficulty is the selection of suitable frictional laws in the vicinity of the interface, where very

shallow flows occur.

In recent works we introduced a finite element model to simulate shallow flows with dry fronts

(e.g.[1]), extending the formulation to flows coupled with erodible–non erodible sediment in-

terfaces [2]. The method is developed by integrating a high order continuous finite element

procedure with a conservative sign-preserving correction. Corrected continuous model has an

inherent solution for the motion of interfaces, and does not need extensive modifications to

compute flooding and evolutionary beds.

In this work we present applications of the procedure to severe frictional flows, such as ex-

periments of dam–break flow type problems over erodible and non–erodible beds, scrutinizing

propagation and conservation properties of the corrected method when significant friction forces

(sources) are present. Simplified synchronization of the variables during correction is a desir-

able incorporation to avoid unneccesary additional computational cost. New forms of ad–hoc

flux corrections by simplified synchronization of the variables are explored for frictional flow

problems.
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